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Rajasthan is the state well known for its tradition, ethnicity and orthodox. The state has its unique
identity to identify itself. It is considered as the largest state of India, spreading over more than
132,000 sq. miles approximately. This state locates on the northwestern part of India and operates
with Jaipur as its capital, which the city is major city on the whole Rajasthan state. Rajasthan is
more famous for its desert. Rajasthan holidays were mostly preferred one by the nearby states and
North Indian peoples. The state has many plans to develop and spread the Rajasthan tourism
throughout the country.

Rajasthan holidays are considered as one of the most important tourist packages in India.
Rajasthan tourism department has a well planned and organized tour plan, which covers most of the
important sightseeing places. Besides the tourists can explore the healthy and well built ancient
culture will make the tourist mouth opened. Rajasthan is also famous for its conventional cuisines
for both vegetarian as well as non-vegetarian. Along with all this, the state of Rajasthan is far
recognizable and familiar for its sanctuaries which have wild animals and regular animals wandering
around and vast range of fauna and flora as well.

The wide and vast landscape of Rajasthan provides a lot to keep the tourists and visitors busy. The
Rajasthan tourism allows the tourists to ride on the top of the desert animal Camel and enjoy the
view and beauty of sun shined desert Thar. Furthermore the city of Rajasthan has ancient forts,
palaces and shrines where the Rajput dynasty has sowed the seed of bravery along with the artistic.
The people of Rajasthan love to wear the traditional dress during festivals and functions. Rajasthan
holidays will provide all the fantastic things to explore to its tourists as well.

Rajasthan holidays provide its exclusive talent of its own culture and artistic creatures. The people
of Rajasthan still follow and go after their traditional dances, music and cuisine. They celebrate their
major festivals, carnivals and fiesta still today which keeps their life beautiful and traditional.
Rajasthan tourism provides the tourists the complete package filled with the tradition, culture and
customs. The state of Rajasthan provides all means of transport to its people to reach the place.
The state provides bus, railways and airways with all the necessary needs. Make use of them and
enjoy the extra ordinary tour to the ancient city of Rajasthan.
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